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Royal pains Red hot 

Ferry has Hawks ready to take flight already
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Sam Amico covers the Cavaliers and an array of other topics for 

FOXSportsOhio.com. His national NBA columns run twice each 

week on FOXSports.com. Prior to joining FOX, Amico wrote for 

NBA.com. He is a native of Akron and began his journalism career 

at daily newspapers ranging from West Virginia to Wyoming.
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Danny Ferry has been on the job barely more than a month, and already, he’s done something from 

which a lot of NBA general managers can learn:

 

He’s blown up his team and compiled assets while keeping it watchable and relevant. In fact, a lot of 

folks will tell you the Atlanta Hawks aren’t any worse than they were last season.

 

This is news because Ferry took a lot of grief during his 

tenure as GM of the Cavaliers. That was during the LeBron 

James era (2005-10).

 

In that time, Ferry spent every offseason trying to place 

complementary pieces next to his superstar. He shuffled in 

everyone from Larry Hughes to Mo Williams to Anthony 

Parker to Shaquille O’Neal to Antawn Jamison. He traded 

(then brought back) Zydrunas Ilgauskas. He was at the 

helm when the Cavs won back-to-back Central Division 

titles and made their lone appearance in the NBA Finals.

 

Really, Ferry did just about everything he could do.

 

But like so many associated with the Cavs, Ferry was a 

victim of James’ decision to bolt for Miami in the summer of 

2010. While most fingers pointed at James for the Cavs’ 

failure to win a title, more than a few were directed at Ferry.

 

So Ferry resigned and returned to San Antonio, the 

franchise with which his front-office career began. After two 

years with the Spurs, Ferry took over the Hawks – just four 

days before this year’s draft.

 

He arrived with plans to rehape the roster in a major way. 

The Hawks, after all, seemed to have hit their ceiling. And 

while that ceiling wasn’t bad, it was pretty clear it wasn’t 

Eastern Conference finals-worthy, either.

 

Ferry hit Atlanta with his foot on the accelerator, first 

tackling the draft and selecting Vanderbilt sharpshooter 

John Jenkins with the No. 23 overall pick (and underrated 

Virginia power forward Mike Scott at No. 43 overall in the second round).

 

But that was just the beginning.

 

Several weeks later, Ferry unloaded star guard Joe Johnson and his hefty contract (four years, $90 

million remaining), sending Johnson to Brooklyn for a handful of spare parts. He also shipped starting 
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small forward Marvin Williams to Utah for point guard Devin Harris, then signed guard Lou Williams 

away from Philadelphia.

 

On top of that, Ferry landed small forward Kyle Korver from Chicago for cash and a $5 million trade 

exception.

 

Prepared for takeoff

 

Now, all are hardly the type of transactions on which championship dreams are built. But they are a 

darn good start -- especially when you consider the hand Ferry had been dealt.

 

For one, the contracts of Harris, Korver and Anthony Morrow (obtained in the Nets trade) expire at 

season’s end. Same goes for several holdovers, such as power forward Josh Smith and backup center 

Zaza Pachulia.

 

Today, the Hawks’ starting lineup might look something like this:

 

Al Horford (center); Smith (power forward); Korver (small forward); Williams (shooting guard); and Jeff 

Teague (point guard).

 

Backing up that cast are the likes of Pachulia at power forward and center, Morrow at small forward 

and shooting guard, and Harris at point guard. Jenkins is likely to figure in the rotation as well.

 

This gives the Hawks a bevy of perimeter marksmen (Korver, Williams, Morrow and Jenkins), strong 

inside play (Smith, Horford and Pachulia), and two guys proven capable of running a team (Teague, 

Harris).

 

If it doesn’t work, then hey, Ferry still has the team set up for the future – and the immediate future at 

that.

 

With so many expiring contracts, the Hawks can be players in a talented 2013 free-agent class that 

might include Manu Ginobili (Spurs), Al Jefferson (Jazz) and Paul Millsap (ditto), and yes, even Andrew 

Bynum (Lakers) and Atlanta native Dwight Howard (Magic, for now). Clippers star guard Chris Paul, 

whom the Hawks bypassed in the 2005 draft to select Marvin Williams, could also be a free agent.

 

Until then, Ferry has built the Hawks into a real playoff threat, a team that should be young enough, 

athletic enough and deep enough to put together a fun season under returning (and underrated) coach 

Larry Drew.

 

For that, Ferry deserves instant applause.

 

After all, most GMs try to figure out a way to a) build a competitive team, or b) compile assets for the 

future. Few can do both.
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Somehow, Ferry has managed to do exactly that. 

 

Follow Sam Amico on Twitter @SamAmicoFSO 
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